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Susan Garey The extension scholar will assist the Animal Science agent with summer programming efforts and will have the opportunity to experience
extension work from the program planning stage to program execution and through the reporting stage with guidance from the agent.  Work
performed will cross both the 4-H Youth Development and Agriculture program areas.  The extension scholar will have an excellent
opportunity to network within Delaware's Agricultural community.  Statewide overnight camps, day camp programs, many state fair
activities, farm visits and educational programming are just a few areas in which an extension intern could gain valuable experience.  All of
these events involve coordinating and working with volunteers and other agricultural professionals and require an individual to be organized,
thorough, and flexible. Some of the summer activities in which an intern could assume some guided leadership and planning responsibilities
include but are not limited to:
 
•Dairy Team Activities
•Harness Horse Camp
•NCC 4-H/Smyrna FFA Livestock Show
•Cow Camp
•Poultry Judging Training
•Quality Assurance Training and Certification
•Special Day camp programs relating to animals
 
State Fair Events:
•4-H /FFA Livestock Judging Contest
•4-H/FFA Dairy Judging Contest
•4-H /FFA Poultry Judging Contest
•4-H/ FFA Horse Judging Contest
•Junior Livestock Auction
•State 4-H Horse Show
•4-H Avian Bowl
 
Planning for fall programming will also need to begin in the summer months and an extension scholar could gain experience in assesing
needs and translating that to program development. The scholar would have a supervised experience with time for open discussion and
guidance.
 
The extension scholar will need to be able to work somewhat independently at times and be flexible in their schedule as weekend work will
be required. Good written and oral communication skills are very helpful. Reliable transportation is an absolute necessity.
 
I believe strongly in the value and contributions that these type of guided internship programs provide for undergraduate education and I
thoroughly enjoy working with our college’s undergraduates.


